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Notes on a Scandal - Zoë Heller 2004
This pack contains four books that should help princesses everywhere plan a fairytale party. Let's Celebrate
is full of ideas for hosting a glittering party or grand ball. Just follow the princesses' tips and you should be
set for an enchanted evening. Every Royal Highness needs to shine from top to toe when she attends a
special occasion and Gowns that Glitter shows you what the Disney princesses choose to wear and offers
tips on transforming yourself into a vision of loveliness. No smart celebration is complete without a
banquet. Delicious Things shows you how to create a royal spread and Magical Memories allows you to
record your own memories of the day.
The Midnight Library - Matt Haig 2020-09-29
The #1 New York Times bestselling WORLDWIDE phenomenon Winner of the Goodreads Choice Award for
Fiction | A Good Morning America Book Club Pick | Independent (London) Ten Best Books of the Year "A
feel-good book guaranteed to lift your spirits."—The Washington Post The dazzling reader-favorite about
the choices that go into a life well lived, from the acclaimed author of How To Stop Time and The Comfort
Book. Somewhere out beyond the edge of the universe there is a library that contains an infinite number of
books, each one the story of another reality. One tells the story of your life as it is, along with another book
for the other life you could have lived if you had made a different choice at any point in your life. While we
all wonder how our lives might have been, what if you had the chance to go to the library and see for
yourself? Would any of these other lives truly be better? In The Midnight Library, Matt Haig's enchanting
blockbuster novel, Nora Seed finds herself faced with this decision. Faced with the possibility of changing
her life for a new one, following a different career, undoing old breakups, realizing her dreams of becoming
a glaciologist; she must search within herself as she travels through the Midnight Library to decide what is
truly fulfilling in life, and what makes it worth living in the first place.
When You Reach Me - Rebecca Stead 2009-07-14
"Like A Wrinkle in Time (Miranda's favorite book), When You Reach Me far surpasses the usual whodunit or
sci-fi adventure to become an incandescent exploration of 'life, death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The
Washington Post This Newbery Medal winner that has been called "smart and mesmerizing," (The New
York Times) and "superb" (The Wall Street Journal) will appeal to readers of all types, especially those who
are looking for a thought-provoking mystery with a mind-blowing twist. Shortly after a fall-out with her best
friend, sixth grader Miranda starts receiving mysterious notes, and she doesn’t know what to do. The notes
tell her that she must write a letter—a true story, and that she can’t share her mission with anyone. It
would be easy to ignore the strange messages, except that whoever is leaving them has an uncanny ability
to predict the future. If that is the case, then Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell her that
someone is going to die, and she might be too late to stop it. Winner of the Boston Globe–Horn Book Award
for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and Notable Book Five Starred Reviews A Junior Library Guild
Selection "Absorbing." —People "Readers ... are likely to find themselves chewing over the details of this
superb and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall Street Journal "Lovely and almost impossibly clever."
—The Philadelphia Inquirer "It's easy to imagine readers studying Miranda's story as many times as she's
read L'Engle's, and spending hours pondering the provocative questions it raises." —Publishers Weekly,
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Starred review
Z for Zachariah - Robert C. O'Brien 2021-06-01
In this post-apocalyptic novel from Newbery Medal–winning author Robert C. O’Brien, a teen girl struggling
to survive in the wake of unimaginable disaster comes across another survivor. Ann Burden is sixteen years
old and completely alone. The world as she once knew it is gone, ravaged by a nuclear war that has taken
everyone from her. For the past year, she has lived in a remote valley with no evidence of any other
survivors. But the smoke from a distant campfire shatters Ann’s solitude. Someone else is still alive and
making his way toward the valley. Who is this man? What does he want? Can he be trusted? Both excited
and terrified, Ann soon realizes there may be worse things than being the last person on Earth.
The Road - Cormac McCarthy 2007-03-20
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a
father and son's fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's
stature as a living master. It's gripping, frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco Chronicle). A
father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the
ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their
destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing;
just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are
wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It
boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the other's
world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on
the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the
tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. Look for Cormac McCarthy's new
novel, The Passenger.
If He Had Been with Me - Laura Nowlin 2013-04-02
If he had been with me everything would have been different... I wasn't with Finn on that August night. But
I should've been. It was raining, of course. And he and Sylvie were arguing as he drove down the slick road.
No one ever says what they were arguing about. Other people think it's not important. They do not know
there is another story. The story that lurks between the facts. What they do not know—the cause of the
argument—is crucial. So let me tell you...
The Believers - Zoe Heller 2008
After civil rights attorney Joel Litvinoff suffers a stroke, his contentious family struggles with the
consolations of faith and the trials of doubt as they battle their own demons and each other, as every
member is called upon to decide what, if anything
Beach Read - Emily Henry 2021-05-25
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FROM THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR OF PEOPLE WE MEET ON VACATION! "Original, sparkling bright, and layered with feeling."-Sally Thorne, author of The Hating Game A romance writer who no longer believes in love and a literary
writer stuck in a rut engage in a summer-long challenge that may just upend everything they believe about
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happily ever afters. Augustus Everett is an acclaimed author of literary fiction. January Andrews writes
bestselling romance. When she pens a happily ever after, he kills off his entire cast. They're polar opposites.
In fact, the only thing they have in common is that for the next three months, they're living in neighboring
beach houses, broke, and bogged down with writer's block. Until, one hazy evening, one thing leads to
another and they strike a deal designed to force them out of their creative ruts: Augustus will spend the
summer writing something happy, and January will pen the next Great American Novel. She'll take him on
field trips worthy of any rom-com montage, and he'll take her to interview surviving members of a
backwoods death cult (obviously). Everyone will finish a book and no one will fall in love. Really.
Everything You Know - Zoe Heller 2006-09-26
Willy Muller is an embittered writer of celebrity bios and an equal-opportunity misanthropist. At the age of
fifty, he has survived imprisonment for murdering his wife, years of venomous hate mail from the British
public and, most recently, the suicide of his daughter Sadie. Willy needs a rest, but he's not going to get it.
While recuperating from a heart attack in a Mexican resort with his magnificently silly girlfriend Penny and
his vodka-drenched friend Harry, Willy finds himself drawn into a troubling confrontation with his past. He
should be working on the screen adaptation of his infamous hack memoir, To Have and to Hold, but instead
he becomes engrossed in Sadie's tragic diaries. Reluctantly, he considers his chaotic family history and the
notion that "only when you die do you run out of chances to be good." Set in Mexico, Los Angeles and
London, Everything You Know is a story of love and loathing, sex and death, and filial relations gone
horribly awry. Acidly funny and deeply affecting, it marks the debut of a brilliant and immensely stylish
young writer.
The Giver - Lois Lowry 2014
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life
assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who
reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
The Love Hypothesis - Ali Hazelwood 2021-09-14
The Instant New York Times Bestseller and TikTok Sensation! As seen on THE VIEW! A BuzzFeed Best
Summer Read of 2021 When a fake relationship between scientists meets the irresistible force of attraction,
it throws one woman's carefully calculated theories on love into chaos. As a third-year Ph.D. candidate,
Olive Smith doesn't believe in lasting romantic relationships--but her best friend does, and that's what got
her into this situation. Convincing Anh that Olive is dating and well on her way to a happily ever after was
always going to take more than hand-wavy Jedi mind tricks: Scientists require proof. So, like any selfrespecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the first man she sees. That man is none other than Adam
Carlsen, a young hotshot professor--and well-known ass. Which is why Olive is positively floored when
Stanford's reigning lab tyrant agrees to keep her charade a secret and be her fake boyfriend. But when a
big science conference goes haywire, putting Olive's career on the Bunsen burner, Adam surprises her
again with his unyielding support and even more unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly their little experiment
feels dangerously close to combustion. And Olive discovers that the only thing more complicated than a
hypothesis on love is putting her own heart under the microscope.
Notes on Your Sudden Disappearance - Alison Espach 2022-05-17
“Riveting” —People From Alison Espach, author of the New York Times Editor’s Choice novel The Adults,
comes a dazzlingly unconventional love story for readers of Ask Again, Yes and Tell the Wolves I’m Home.
For much of her life, Sally Holt has been mystified by the things her older sister, Kathy, seems to have been
born knowing. Kathy has answers for all of Sally’s questions about life, about love, and about Billy Barnes, a
rising senior and local basketball star who mans the concession stand at the town pool. The girls have been
fascinated by Billy ever since he jumped off the roof in elementary school, but Billy has never shown much
interest in them until the summer before Sally begins eighth grade. By then, their mutual infatuation with
Billy is one of the few things the increasingly different sisters have in common. Sally spends much of that
summer at the pool, watching in confusion and excitement as her sister falls deeper in love with Billy—until
a tragedy leaves Sally’s life forever intertwined with his. Opening in the early nineties and charting almost
two decades of shared history and missed connections, Notes on Your Sudden Disappearance is both a
breathtaking love story about two broken people who are unexplainably, inconveniently drawn to each
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other and a wryly astute coming-of-age tale brimming with unexpected moments of joy.
In Five Years - Rebecca Serle 2020-03-10
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A Good Morning America, FabFitFun, and Marie Claire Book Club Pick
“In Five Years is as clever as it is moving, the rare read-in-one-sitting novel you won’t forget.” —Chloe
Benjamin, New York Times bestselling author of The Immortalists Perfect for fans of Me Before You and
One Day—a striking, powerful, and moving love story following an ambitious lawyer who experiences an
astonishing vision that could change her life forever. Where do you see yourself in five years? Dannie Kohan
lives her life by the numbers. She is nothing like her lifelong best friend—the wild, whimsical, believes-infate Bella. Her meticulous planning seems to have paid off after she nails the most important job interview
of her career and accepts her boyfriend’s marriage proposal in one fell swoop, falling asleep completely
content. But when she awakens, she’s suddenly in a different apartment, with a different ring on her finger,
and beside a very different man. Dannie spends one hour exactly five years in the future before she wakes
again in her own home on the brink of midnight—but it is one hour she cannot shake. In Five Years is an
unforgettable love story, but it is not the one you’re expecting.
Ducks, Newburyport - Lucy Ellmann 2019-08-20
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2019 BOOKER PRIZE Baking a multitude of tartes tatins for local restaurants, an
Ohio housewife contemplates her four kids, husband, cats and chickens. Also, America's ignoble past, and
her own regrets. She is surrounded by dead lakes, fake facts, Open Carry maniacs, and oodles of online
advice about survivalism, veil toss duties, and how to be more like Jane Fonda. But what do you do when
you keep stepping on your son's toy tractors, your life depends on stolen land and broken treaties, and
nobody helps you when you get a flat tire on the interstate, not even the Abominable Snowman? When are
you allowed to start swearing? With a torrent of consciousness and an intoxicating coziness, Ducks,
Newburyport lays out a whole world for you to tramp around in, by turns frightening and funny. A heartrending indictment of America's barbarity, and a lament for the way we are blundering into environmental
disaster, this book is both heresy—and a revolution in the novel.
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time - Mark Haddon 2009-02-24
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—narrated by a fifteen year old autistic savant
obsessed with Sherlock Holmes, this dazzling novel weaves together an old-fashioned mystery, a
contemporary coming-of-age story, and a fascinating excursion into a mind incapable of processing
emotions. Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and every
prime number up to 7,057. Although gifted with a superbly logical brain, Christopher is autistic. Everyday
interactions and admonishments have little meaning for him. At fifteen, Christopher’s carefully constructed
world falls apart when he finds his neighbour’s dog Wellington impaled on a garden fork, and he is initially
blamed for the killing. Christopher decides that he will track down the real killer, and turns to his favourite
fictional character, the impeccably logical Sherlock Holmes, for inspiration. But the investigation leads him
down some unexpected paths and ultimately brings him face to face with the dissolution of his parents’
marriage. As Christopher tries to deal with the crisis within his own family, the narrative draws readers
into the workings of Christopher’s mind. And herein lies the key to the brilliance of Mark Haddon’s choice
of narrator: The most wrenching of emotional moments are chronicled by a boy who cannot fathom
emotions. The effect is dazzling, making for one of the freshest debut in years: a comedy, a tearjerker, a
mystery story, a novel of exceptional literary merit that is great fun to read.
If I Never Met You - Mhairi McFarlane 2020-03-24
Bestselling author Mhairi McFarlane returns with another heartfelt romantic comedy perfect for fans of
Josie Silver, Sophie Kinsella, or Sally Thorne. One of Shondaland's 5 Must-Read Books for March and a Best
Romance of 2020 by Amazon, OprahMag, Insider, Buzzfeed, Bustle, Cosmo, PopSugar, and BookPage. If
faking love is this easy... how do you know when it’s real? When her partner of over a decade suddenly ends
things, Laurie is left reeling—not only because they work at the same law firm and she has to see him every
day. Her once perfect life is in shambles and the thought of dating again in the age of Tinder is nothing
short of horrifying. When news of her ex’s pregnant girlfriend hits the office grapevine, taking the
humiliation lying down is not an option. Then a chance encounter in a broken-down elevator with the office
playboy opens up a new possibility. Jamie Carter doesn’t believe in love, but he needs a respectable, steady
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girlfriend to impress their bosses. Laurie wants a hot new man to give the rumor mill something else to talk
about. It’s the perfect proposition: a fauxmance played out on social media, with strategically staged
photographs and a specific end date in mind. With the plan hatched, Laurie and Jamie begin to flaunt their
new couple status, to the astonishment—and jealousy—of their friends and colleagues. But there’s a fine
line between pretending to be in love and actually falling for your charming, handsome fake boyfriend...
Notes on a Scandal - Zoë Heller 2006-12-12
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize Zoë Heller's Notes on a Scandal ("A deliciously perverse, laugh-outloud-funny novel." --Vogue) is a major motion picture from Fox Searchlight starring Cate Blanchett and Judi
Dench Schoolteacher Barbara Covett has led a solitary life until Sheba Hart, the new art teacher at St.
George's, befriends her. But even as their relationship develops, so too does another: Sheba has begun an
illicit affair with an underage male student. When the scandal turns into a media circus, Barbara decides to
write an account in her friend's defense--and ends up revealing not only Sheba's secrets, but also her own.
The Handmaid's Tale - Margaret Atwood 2011-09-06
An instant classic and eerily prescient cultural phenomenon, from “the patron saint of feminist dystopian
fiction” (New York Times). Now an award-winning Hulu series starring Elizabeth Moss. In this multi-awardwinning, bestselling novel, Margaret Atwood has created a stunning Orwellian vision of the near future.
This is the story of Offred, one of the unfortunate “Handmaids” under the new social order who have only
one purpose: to breed. In Gilead, where women are prohibited from holding jobs, reading, and forming
friendships, Offred’s persistent memories of life in the “time before” and her will to survive are acts of
rebellion. Provocative, startling, prophetic, and with Margaret Atwood’s devastating irony, wit, and acute
perceptive powers in full force, The Handmaid’s Tale is at once a mordant satire and a dire warning.
What Was She Thinking? - Zoë Heller 2004-06
When her best friend Sheba Hart's love affair with an underage male student comes to light, igniting a
media circus, solitary schoolteacher Barbara Covett decides to write an account of the affair in her friend's
defense, in the process revealing not only Sheba's secrets, but also her own. By the author of Everything
You Know. Reader's Guide available. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition - Jamie McGuire 2012-11-27
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will
remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of time.
Everything, Everything - Nicola Yoon 2015-09-01
Risk everything . . . for love with this #1 New York Times bestseller. What if you couldn’t touch anything in
the outside world? Never breathe in the fresh air, feel the sun warm your face . . . or kiss the boy next door?
In Everything, Everything, Maddy is a girl who’s literally allergic to the outside world, and Olly is the boy
who moves in next door . . . and becomes the greatest risk she’s ever taken. My disease is as rare as it is
famous. Basically, I’m allergic to the world. I don’t leave my house, have not left my house in seventeen
years. The only people I ever see are my mom and my nurse, Carla. But then one day, a moving truck
arrives next door. I look out my window, and I see him. He's tall, lean and wearing all black—black T-shirt,
black jeans, black sneakers, and a black knit cap that covers his hair completely. He catches me looking
and stares at me. I stare right back. His name is Olly. Maybe we can’t predict the future, but we can predict
some things. For example, I am certainly going to fall in love with Olly. It’s almost certainly going to be a
disaster. Everything, Everything will make you laugh, cry, and feel everything in between. It's an
innovative, inspiring, and heartbreakingly romantic debut novel that unfolds via vignettes, diary entries,
illustrations, and more. And don’t miss Nicola Yoon's The Sun Is Also A Star, the #1 New York Times
bestseller in which two teens are brought together just when it seems like the universe is sending them in
opposite directions.
The Year of Magical Thinking - Joan Didion 2005
[In this book, the author] explores an intensely personal yet universal experience: a portrait of a marriage and a life, in good times and bad - that will speak to anyone who has ever loved a husband or wife or child.
Several days before Christmas 2003, John Gregory Dunne and Joan Didion saw their only daughter,
Quintana, fall ill with what seemed at first flu, then pneumonia, then complete septic shock. She was put
into an induced coma and placed on life support. Days later - the night before New Year's Eve - the Dunnes
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were just sitting down to dinner after visiting the hospital when John Gregory Dunne suffered a massive
and fatal coronary. In a second, this close, symbiotic partnership of forty years was over. Four weeks later,
their daughter pulled through. Two months after that, arriving at LAX, she collapsed and underwent six
hours of brain surgery at UCLA Medical Center to relieve a massive hematoma. This ... book is Didion's
attempt to make sense of the "weeks and then months that cut loose any fixed idea I ever had about death,
about illness ... about marriage and children and memory ... about the shallowness of sanity, about life
itself."--Jacket.
No Time to Spare - Ursula K. Le Guin 2017
From acclaimed author Ursula K. Le Guin, a collection of thoughts--always adroit, often acerbic--on aging,
belief, the state of literature, and the state of the nation
The Book Thief - Markus Zusak 2007-12-18
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME
The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times.
When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath.
Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of
Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she
can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her
stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her
basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak,
author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book
that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST
NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
The Fountainhead - Ayn Rand 2005-04-26
The revolutionary literary vision that sowed the seeds of Objectivism, Ayn Rand's groundbreaking
philosophy, and brought her immediate worldwide acclaim. This modern classic is the story of intransigent
young architect Howard Roark, whose integrity was as unyielding as granite...of Dominique Francon, the
exquisitely beautiful woman who loved Roark passionately, but married his worst enemy...and of the fanatic
denunciation unleashed by an enraged society against a great creator. As fresh today as it was then, Rand’s
provocative novel presents one of the most challenging ideas in all of fiction—that man’s ego is the
fountainhead of human progress... “A writer of great power. She has a subtle and ingenious mind and the
capacity of writing brilliantly, beautifully, bitterly...This is the only novel of ideas written by an American
woman that I can recall.”—The New York Times
Notes on a Scandal - Zoë Heller 2003
When Sheba arrives Barbara senses that she will be different from the rest of her staff-room colleagues.
Sure enough Sheba starts an affair with a pupil and is caught. When all the dust settles and Sheba's life
falls apart, Barbara is there for her even if she can't condone her sexual behaviour.
Magma - Thora Hjorleifsdottir 2021-06-13
A compulsive, propulsive debut about a young woman’s haunting experience of love, abuse, and sex in an
era of pornification by one of Iceland’s most provocative writers. 20-year old Lilja is in love. As a young
university student, she is quickly smitten with the intelligent, beautiful young man from school who quotes
Derrida and reads Latin and cooks balanced vegetarian meals. Before she even realizes, she’s moved in
with him, living in his cramped apartment, surrounded by sour towels and flat Diet Cokes. As the newfound
intimacy of sharing a shower and a bed fuels her desire to please her partner, his acts of nearly
imperceptible abuse continue to mount undetected. Lilja desperately tries to be the perfect lover,
attempting to meet his every need. But in order to do so, she gradually lets go of her boundaries and starts
to lose her sense of self. With astounding clarity and restraint, Hjörleifsdóttir sheds light on the
commonplace undercurrents of violence that so often go undetected in romantic relationships. She deftly
illustrates the failings of psychiatric systems in recognizing symptoms of cruelty, and in powerful, poetic
prose depicts the unspooling of a tender-hearted woman desperate to love well.
None of the Above - I. W. Gregorio 2015-04-07
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A groundbreaking story about a teenage girl who discovers she's intersex . . . and what happens when her
secret is revealed to the entire school. Incredibly compelling and sensitively told, None of the Above is a
thought-provoking novel that explores what it means to be a boy, a girl, or something in between. What if
everything you knew about yourself changed in an instant? When Kristin Lattimer is voted homecoming
queen, it seems like another piece of her ideal life has fallen into place. She's a champion hurdler with a full
scholarship to college and she's madly in love with her boyfriend. In fact, she's decided that she's ready to
take things to the next level with him. But Kristin's first time isn't the perfect moment she's
planned—something is very wrong. A visit to the doctor reveals the truth: Kristin is intersex, which means
that though she outwardly looks like a girl, she has male chromosomes, not to mention boy "parts." Dealing
with her body is difficult enough, but when her diagnosis is leaked to the whole school, Kristin's entire
identity is thrown into question. As her world unravels, can she come to terms with her new self?
Fahrenheit 451 - Ray Bradbury 2003-09-23
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes
their merit.
The Believers - Zoe Heller 2009-10-06
“[Zoe Heller] is an extraordinarily entertaining writer, and this novel showcases her copious gifts, including
a scathing, Waugh-like wit.”—New York Times Best-selling author Zoe Heller has followed up the critical
and commercial success of What Was She Thinking? Notes on a Scandal with another tour-de-force on the
meaning of faith, belief, and trust: The Believers. Tragic and comic, witty and intense, The Believers is the
story of a dysfunctional family forced by tragedy to confront their own personal demons. In the vein of
Claire Messud and Zadie Smith, Zoe Heller has written that rare novel that tackles the big ideas without
sacrificing page-turning readability.
Tuck Everlasting - Natalie Babbitt 2015-01-20
Critically acclaimed when it was first published, Tuck Everlasting has become a much-loved, well-studied
modern-day classic. This anniversary edition features an in-depth interview conducted by Betsy Hearne in
which Natalie Babbitt takes a look at Tuck Everlasting twenty-five years later. What if you could live
forever? Is eternal life a blessing or a curse? That is what young Winnie Foster must decide when she
discovers a spring on her family’s property whose waters grant immortality. Members of the Tuck family,
having drunk from the spring, tell Winnie of their experiences watching life go by and never growing older.
But then Winnie must decide whether or not to keep the Tucks’ secret—and whether or not to join them on
their never-ending journey. Praise for Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt: “A fearsome and beautifully
written book that can't be put down or forgotten.” —The New York Times “Exciting and excellently
written.” —The New York Times Book Review “With its serious intentions and light touch the story is, like
the Tucks, timeless.” —Chicago Sun-Times “Probably the best work of our best children's novelist.”
—Harper's “Natalie Babbitt's great skill is spinning fantasy with the lilt and sense of timeless wisdom of the
old fairy tales. . . . It lingers on, haunting your waking hours, making you ponder.” —The Boston Globe
“This book is as shapely, crisp, sweet, and tangy as a summer-ripe pear.” —Entertainment Weekly This title
has Common Core connections.
The Vanishing Half - Brit Bennett 2022-02-01
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ONE OF BARACK OBAMA'S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR
NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2020 BY THE NEW YORK TIMES * THE WASHINGTON POST * NPR * PEOPLE *
TIME MAGAZINE* VANITY FAIR * GLAMOUR 2021 WOMEN'S PRIZE FINALIST “Bennett’s tone and style
recalls James Baldwin and Jacqueline Woodson, but it’s especially reminiscent of Toni Morrison’s 1970
debut novel, The Bluest Eye.” —Kiley Reid, Wall Street Journal “A story of absolute, universal timelessness
…For any era, it's an accomplished, affecting novel. For this moment, it's piercing, subtly wending its way
toward questions about who we are and who we want to be….” – Entertainment Weekly From The New
York Times-bestselling author of The Mothers, a stunning new novel about twin sisters, inseparable as
children, who ultimately choose to live in two very different worlds, one black and one white. The Vignes
twin sisters will always be identical. But after growing up together in a small, southern black community
and running away at age sixteen, it's not just the shape of their daily lives that is different as adults, it's
everything: their families, their communities, their racial identities. Many years later, one sister lives with
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her black daughter in the same southern town she once tried to escape. The other secretly passes for white,
and her white husband knows nothing of her past. Still, even separated by so many miles and just as many
lies, the fates of the twins remain intertwined. What will happen to the next generation, when their own
daughters' storylines intersect? Weaving together multiple strands and generations of this family, from the
Deep South to California, from the 1950s to the 1990s, Brit Bennett produces a story that is at once a
riveting, emotional family story and a brilliant exploration of the American history of passing. Looking well
beyond issues of race, The Vanishing Half considers the lasting influence of the past as it shapes a person's
decisions, desires, and expectations, and explores some of the multiple reasons and realms in which people
sometimes feel pulled to live as something other than their origins. As with her New York Times-bestselling
debut The Mothers, Brit Bennett offers an engrossing page-turner about family and relationships that is
immersive and provocative, compassionate and wise.
Push - Sapphire 2009
A courageous and determined young teacher opens up a new world of hope and redemption for sixteenyear-old Precious Jones, an abused young African American girl living in Harlem who was raped and left
pregnant by her father.
Behind Closed Doors - B. A. Paris 2016-08-09
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLING DEBUT PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER
YOU CAN'T MISS! The perfect marriage? Or the perfect lie? “A hair-raising debut, both unsettling and
addictive...A chilling thriller that will keep you reading long into the night.” —Mary Kubica, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author of The Good Girl “This is one readers won’t be able to put down.”
—Booklist (starred review) "A can’t-put-down psychological thriller.” —Library Journal (starred review)
“This debut is guaranteed to haunt you...Warning: brace yourself.” —Bustle (10 New Thrillers to Read This
Summer) “The sense of believably and terror that engulfs Behind Closed Doors doesn't waver.” —The
Associated Press, picked up by The Washington Post “This was one of the best and most terrifying
psychological thrillers I have ever read.” —San Francisco Book Review Everyone knows a couple like Jack
and Grace. He has looks and wealth; she has charm and elegance. He’s a dedicated attorney who has never
lost a case; she is a flawless homemaker, a masterful gardener and cook, and dotes on her disabled younger
sister. Though they are still newlyweds, they seem to have it all. You might not want to like them, but you
do. You’re hopelessly charmed by the ease and comfort of their home, by the graciousness of the dinner
parties they throw. You’d like to get to know Grace better. But it’s difficult, because you realize Jack and
Grace are inseparable. Some might call this true love. Others might wonder why Grace never answers the
phone. Or why she can never meet for coffee, even though she doesn’t work. How she can cook such
elaborate meals but remain so slim. Or why she never seems to take anything with her when she leaves the
house, not even a pen. Or why there are such high-security metal shutters on all the downstairs windows.
Some might wonder what’s really going on once the dinner party is over, and the front door has closed.
From bestselling author B. A. Paris comes the gripping thriller and international phenomenon Behind
Closed Doors.
Ulysses Everything You Know - Zoe Heller 1999
Zoe Heller is well known for her column and features in the Sunday Times. In this, her first novel, an
absentee father seeks redemption from his granddaughter after reading the diaries left to him by his dead
daughter.
Beautiful World, Where Are You - Sally Rooney 2021-09-07
AN INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Beautiful World, Where Are You is a new novel by Sally
Rooney, the bestselling author of Normal People and Conversations with Friends. Alice, a novelist, meets
Felix, who works in a warehouse, and asks him if he’d like to travel to Rome with her. In Dublin, her best
friend, Eileen, is getting over a break-up, and slips back into flirting with Simon, a man she has known since
childhood. Alice, Felix, Eileen, and Simon are still young—but life is catching up with them. They desire
each other, they delude each other, they get together, they break apart. They have sex, they worry about
sex, they worry about their friendships and the world they live in. Are they standing in the last lighted room
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before the darkness, bearing witness to something? Will they find a way to believe in a beautiful world?
I'm Thinking of Ending Things - Iain Reid 2016-06-14
Now a Netflix original movie, this deeply scary and intensely unnerving novel follows a couple in the midst
of a twisted unraveling of the darkest unease. You will be scared. But you won’t know why… I’m thinking of
ending things. Once this thought arrives, it stays. It sticks. It lingers. It’s always there. Always. Jake once
said, “Sometimes a thought is closer to truth, to reality, than an action. You can say anything, you can do
anything, but you can’t fake a thought.” And here’s what I’m thinking: I don’t want to be here. In this smart
and intense literary suspense novel, Iain Reid explores the depths of the human psyche, questioning
consciousness, free will, the value of relationships, fear, and the limitations of solitude. Reminiscent of Jose
Saramago’s early work, Michel Faber’s cult classic Under the Skin, and Lionel Shriver’s We Need to Talk
about Kevin, “your dread and unease will mount with every passing page” (Entertainment Weekly) of this
edgy, haunting debut. Tense, gripping, and atmospheric, I’m Thinking of Ending Things pulls you in from
the very first page…and never lets you go.
You've Reached Sam - Dustin Thao 2021-11-09
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! If I Stay meets Your Name in Dustin Thao's You've Reached Sam, a
heartfelt novel about love and loss and what it means to say goodbye. Seventeen-year-old Julie Clarke has
her future all planned out—move out of her small town with her boyfriend Sam, attend college in the city;
spend a summer in Japan. But then Sam dies. And everything changes. Heartbroken, Julie skips his funeral,
throws out his belongings, and tries everything to forget him. But a message Sam left behind in her
yearbook forces memories to return. Desperate to hear him one more time, Julie calls Sam's cell phone just
to listen to his voice mail recording. And Sam picks up the phone. The connection is temporary. But hearing
Sam's voice makes Julie fall for him all over again and with each call, it becomes harder to let him go. What
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would you do if you had a second chance at goodbye? A 2021 Kids' Indie Next List Selection A Cosmo.com
Best YA Book Of 2021 A Buzzfeed Best Book Of November A Goodreads Most Anticipated Book
No One Is Talking About This - Patricia Lockwood 2021-02-16
FINALIST FOR THE 2021 BOOKER PRIZE & A NEW YORK TIMES TOP 10 BOOK OF 2021 WINNER OF
THE DYLAN THOMAS PRIZE “A book that reads like a prose poem, at once sublime, profane, intimate,
philosophical, witty and, eventually, deeply moving.” —New York Times Book Review, Editors’ Choice
“Wow. I can’t remember the last time I laughed so much reading a book. What an inventive and startling
writer…I’m so glad I read this. I really think this book is remarkable.” —David Sedaris From "a formidably
gifted writer" (The New York Times Book Review), a book that asks: Is there life after the internet? As this
urgent, genre-defying book opens, a woman who has recently been elevated to prominence for her social
media posts travels around the world to meet her adoring fans. She is overwhelmed by navigating the new
language and etiquette of what she terms "the portal," where she grapples with an unshakable conviction
that a vast chorus of voices is now dictating her thoughts. When existential threats--from climate change
and economic precariousness to the rise of an unnamed dictator and an epidemic of loneliness--begin to
loom, she posts her way deeper into the portal's void. An avalanche of images, details, and references
accumulate to form a landscape that is post-sense, post-irony, post-everything. "Are we in hell?" the people
of the portal ask themselves. "Are we all just going to keep doing this until we die?" Suddenly, two texts
from her mother pierce the fray: "Something has gone wrong," and "How soon can you get here?" As real
life and its stakes collide with the increasingly absurd antics of the portal, the woman confronts a world
that seems to contain both an abundance of proof that there is goodness, empathy, and justice in the
universe, and a deluge of evidence to the contrary. Fragmentary and omniscient, incisive and sincere, No
One Is Talking About This is at once a love letter to the endless scroll and a profound, modern meditation
on love, language, and human connection from a singular voice in American literature.
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